Portfolio management has always been an issue of high importance in financial markets.This paper is an attempt to introduce a new technique of portfolio selection. After presenting a review of literature on factors influencing portfolio selection, the importance of each factor is determined in regards to experts' opinions and a weight is assigned to each factor using fuzzy network analytic process technique. Consequently, using an approach based on TOPSIS and similarity, selected stocks were ranked. After depicting efficient frontiers of the top ranks obtained from both approaches, using genetic algorithm, Sharpe ratio was used in order to examine model's performance.
Introduction
A great number of economists refer to capitalization as the most important factor of economic development (Gholizadeh, 2004) . Economies all over the world, owe their development to capital markets to a great extent. Security markets provide all the housholds with the opportunity to unite their small savings to finance a company; thus paving the way to the overall development of the economy by creating synergy.
Existence of a prosperous and active capital market in a country is considered as a sign of development all over the world. Most of investments are carried out through financial markets in developed countries. Active participation of society members in Exchanges would guarantee capital market's survivor and sustainable growth of that country. The basic issue with which every investor faces is deciding about appropriate securities of investment and to create an optimal portfolio. Decision making considering several criteria each of which has a specific importance can be done only by multi criteria decision models. Several criteria proportionate to ranking model are used in these models (Saremi, Safari, Fathi, & Hoseini, 2006) . In this study, we are going to use these criteria in order to select an optimal portfolio.
Research Literature
Examining research background about employed decision approaches for portfolio selection, it can be said that: In a research in 2003, Mezziani from Monte Cleare University tried to assess international capital flow limitations and obstacles using AHP model. He uses a hierarchy analytic to prove how an optimal capital security portfolio can be established so that the capital flows have the least effect on it (Meziani, 2003) . Tiryaki and Ahlatcioglu (2009) were combining Fuzzy MCDM and portfolio selection issue and trying to present a more effective model. They ranked and assigned weights to securities using Revised Constrained Fuzzy AHP and security selection problem (Tiryaki & Ahlatcioglu, 2009 ). Kiris and Ustun (2010) evaluated 9 shares of stock from ISE by fuzzy MCDM approach. Performance of selected securities is measured against each criterion with linguistic expressions. First, they used AHP and assigned weights to each security regarding investors' preferences, and then based on its performance determined each security's proportion in established portfolio (Kiris & Ustun, 2010) . Research done by is an example of using ANP technique for selecting optimal portfolio. They sought effective factors and suitable weights to select stock portfolios. They selected the criteria based on Gordon model (Lee, Tzeng, Guan, Chien, & Huang, 2008) . Lee et al. (2011) claimed that different investment methodologies such as fundamental and technical analysis, institutional investor analysis, determine important factors of stocks price behavior but they can't fully explain much of relevant key factors. They analyzed the relationships among various factors using DEMATEL technique and ANP. They argue that profitability growth and trade volume, among others, are respectively the most effective factors of investment decision (Lee, Haung, Chang, & Cheng, 2011) . Banakar introduces 15 financial criteria in 4 clusters nominated: profitability, growth, market and risk. He first assigned weights to the criteria using ANP. Then, they ranked them by TOPSIS and, finally, optimized them using Memtic algorithm (Amiri, Shariatpanahi, & Banakar, 2010) .
Methodology
Factors influencing stock portfolio selection have been chosen after portfolio selection and optimization literature, financial books and comments of capital market experts were reviewed. Those criteria, among extracted ones, which had fundamental and quantitative properties and could be obtained from financial statements and Exchange information, were selected. Then, portfolio was selected and optimized using operational research methods. In this way, we assigned a weight to each criteria using fuzzy analytic network process and ranked them by a similarity-based approach. In order to make sure of proposed model's performance, securities were ranked using TOPSIS approach once more and efficient frontiers of top ranks were depicted and Sharpe performance measure was calculated.
Determinants of Stock Selection for Evaluation
According to literature review and experts' opinions, the specified criteria were categorized in four main clusters including performance, growth, market and risk clusters. Considering that profitability is pure result of employing decisions and policies and based on the fact that profitability ratios are achieved through liquidity and assets management effects, we abandoned liquidity and efficiency ratios and focused on profitability cluster alone. As leverage ratios influence firm's risk, those leverage ratios were eliminated and risk cluster was considered instead. Therefore, based on mentioned concerns, assumed criteria are as follows: A) Profitability cluster criteria Return on assets: this ratio measures the return per unit of investment in assets (Ross, Westerfield, Jordan, & Roberts, 2002) .
Return on equity: net profit each unit of equity yields and it is known as return gained by investors (Ross, Westerfield, Jordan, & Roberts, 2002) .
Operating profit margin: net profit minus dividend of preferred stock divided by number of common shares outstanding Net profit margin: Net profit of a firm generates by each unit of revenue (Edirisinghe & Zhang, 2008) .
Earnings per share: Net income minus preferred dividends divided by the number of ordinary shares (Edirisinghe & Zhang, 2008) .
B) Growth cluster criteria
Revenues growth rate: Degree of changes in firm's gains in a given period of time (Brickley, 1983) .
Net profit growth rate: Degree of changes in firm's net profit in a given period of time (Edirisinghe & Zhang, 2008) . Sustainable growth rate: it is the maximum rate of growth which can be achieved without an increase in leverage ratio and capital raise. It is calculated in this way (Higgins, 1977) :
EPS growth rate: Degree of change in firm's earnings per share in a given period of time.
C) Risk cluster criteria
Business risk: it is the uncertainty of firms' revenues due to changing conditions of industry. Business risk is calculated as standard deviation of operating revenue is divided by its mean (Reilly & Brown, 2003) .
Financial risk: it is the uncertainty and risk of return on equity due to firm's usage of other capital instruments such as bond liability and debts and it is added to firm's business risk (Reilly & Brown, 2003) .
Market risk: variability in returns of overall securities which has a direct relationship to market of general economy overall upheavals is called systematic risk (Raei & Pooyan Far, 2004 Fama and French (1992) showed that this ratio can explain cross sectional variation of stock return (Fama & French, 1992) .
Price to Earnings ratio: this ratio shows that, given a specified level of current income, how much investors are willing to pay for each share of stock (Brigham & Ehrhardt, n.d.) .
Dividend ratio: any percent of earnings per share divided among investors as cash dividend.
Statistical Population
Statistical population of this study is defined in two levels. At the first level, dealing with selection criteria, inference of significance weights and interrelationship between factors effecting portfolio selection, as well as experts and investment decision makers comprising a group of 5 people are used. The second level consists of firms of Tehran Stock Exchange. Industries were identified based upon reviews of documents filed with Tehran Securities Exchange Company. A 3-year time horizon from 2006-2009 was used for the study and companies which entered or exited the market through this period were excluded. Construction, automobile, medicine, cement, petrochemicals, base metals and metal ore mining were identified as 7 industries constitute more than 80 percent of market's value, and no firms were selected from other industries because of their small market value and trade volume. We didn't study bankers, financial institutions and investment firms industries because their financial statements are of different types. Finally, we collected 153 firms. We eliminated firms, trading days of which were less than 9 months a year and 10 days a month, so that we could evaluate liquidity measure and draw efficient frontier for portfolio. Therefore, remaining firms summed 80.
Information Collection Methods and Instruments
A questionnaire the potential correlation among factors effecting portfolio selection was used to find and measure possible correlation among criteria, and a questionnaire degree of relative importance of factors effecting portfolio selection was used to specify the importance of factors effecting portfolio selection. Financial ratios were calculated through examination of financial statements of listed firms in TSE and by means of Rahavard Novin software. In order to find weights of criteria by fuzzy analytic network process, Super Decision software was used, and Excel software was applied to rank stocks by similarity-based and TOPSIS approaches.
In addition, MATLAB software has been used to optimize selected portfolio based on genetic algorithm.
Analytic Network Process (ANP)
Saati (1996) extended AHP to ANP to provide a more comprehensive research framework for evaluating various decisions and offsetting its shortcomings. ANP is a new theory which extends analytic hierarchy process to address dependency of feedback and uses super matrix to do so. Although both methods determine priorities on the basis of paired comparisons, they have some differences; first due to the fact that network analysis considers intracluster (internal dependency) and intercluster (external dependency) correlation, AHP is a special form of network analysis (Saaty, 1996) .
Since financial ratios are principal criteria used to select securities and most of these ratios are interrelated (interdependent), it is impossible to use AHP technique. Therefore, we used ANP technique in this study so that the experts could provide us with the level of importance of each criterion and we could measure these levels of exploring behaviors of investors.
Phases of ANP
An analytic network process has five phases. At first, structure and model of the problem are formulated. Secondly, paired comparisons are constructed, special values and special vectors are calculated. Level (degree, intensity) of importance is measured based upon a score scale (1-9) and geometric average applied to integrate paired comparisons. Now, local priority vector is defined by following relationship:
Where A is the paired comparisons matrix, W is the special vector, is the largest vector among values of A.
Third, consistency test was done. Results of the paired comparisons matrix are analyzed through consistency rate (CR) for consistency; this rate is obtained through consistency index (CI) and random index (RI). If CR≤0.1, this matrix is consistent and inconsistent results are corrected immediately. Fourthly, super matrix is established. Super matrix concept resembles to Markov sequence process. Super matrix can limit the coefficients to calculate all priorities, thereby, cumulative effect of each element on the other elements of the interaction (Saaty, 1996) .
Fifth, the best alternative is selected. If the super matrix created through previous phases covers all over the www.ccsenet.org/ijef
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W n is super matrix of the study, K is an arbitrary large number, and raising the super matrix to power, the super matrix is converged, and therefore, its weights are stabilized. Finally, the alternative with the highest priority is considered as the first top alternative.
Fuzzy Set and Fuzzy Numbers
In 1965, Zadeh introduced fuzzy sets theory to solve problems involving lack of accurate (precise) criteria (Zadeh, 1995) . A triangular fuzzy number is shown in Figure 1 . Such a number is simply specified as (l/m, m/u) and (l, m, u) . Parameters l, m and u represent the smallest, the most probable and the largest expected value, respectively, that describe a fuzzy event. l, m and u are real numbers where l≤m≤u. if l=m=u, then M will be a non-fuzzy number.
Each triangular fuzzy number has a linear representation on the left and the right and its membership function can be defined as follows:
Each fuzzy number can always be given by its corresponding left and right representation of each degree of membership:
Where, l(y) and r(y) are representatives of left and right sides of the fuzzy number, respectively. Consider the following figure. Many ranking methods have been established in literature for fuzzy numbers. This methods result in different rankings and most of these methods need complex mathematical calculations. Therefore, graphic manipulation will be tedious. See also Kahraman et al. (2002) for algebraic operations (Kahraman, Ruan, & Tolga, 2002) .
It is supposed that decision makers use linguistic measures to assign weights: Table 1 . Lingual criteria used to measure intensity of importance (Lee, Chen, & Chang, 2008) Linguistic scale Triangular fuzzy scale Triangular fuzzy reciprocal scale Strongly important (9,9,9) 1/9,1/9,1/9)) Intermediate value 7,8,9)) 1/9,1/8,1/7)) Moderately important 6,7,8)) 1/8,1/7,1/6)) www.ccsenet.org/ijef
International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 7, No. 8; 2015 Table 2 . Lingual criteria used to measure intensity of importance (Lee, Chen, & Chang, 2008) Linguistic scale  Triangular fuzzy scale  Triangular fuzzy reciprocal scale Intermediate value 5,6,7)) 1/7,1/6,1/5)) Weakly important 4,5,6)) 1/6,1/5,1/4)) Intermediate value 3,4,5)) 1/5,1/4,1/3)) Table 3 . Lingual criteria used to measure intensity of importance (Lee, Chen, & Chang, 2008) Linguistic scale Triangular fuzzy scale Triangular fuzzy reciprocal scale Equally important 2,3,4)) 1/4,1/3,1/2)) Intermediate value 1,2,3)) 1/3,1/2,1/1)) Just equal 1,1,1)) 1,1,1))
Fuzzy Analytic Network Process
We use extent analysis method introduced by Chang (1992 Chang ( , 1996 
Where, all values are triangular fuzzy numbers. Chang extent analysis phases include:
Step 1: The value of fuzzy synthetic extent with respect to the i th object is defined as
In order to calculate
, an additional fuzzy operation of m extent analysis values for a particular matrix is applied: 
And then calculate the inverse of the vector in equation 8 such that:
Step 2 Step 3. How much a fuzzy number is larger than k other fuzzy numbers, can be defined through this relationship: 
Assume that:
( ) min ( ), 1,2, , ;
So weighted vector follows:
Where,
( 1, 2, , )
Step 4: normalized weighted vector is as below after normalizations:
Where W is a non-fuzzy number (Chang, 1992; Chang, 1996) .
How Criteria of Stock Selection Affect Each Other
We used prior researches and financial ratios analysis to examine the relationships and influences among criteria. For example, as net profit margin and assets turnover increase, return on assets enhances, too. It can be shown, through de Ponte system analysis, that the higher net profit margin, total assets turnover, and debt ratio, the higher return on equity. As return of equity and dividend payout ratios rise, firm's potential growth rate increases. According to Gordon model, dividend payout ratio and potential growth rate both influence price to earning ratio. Also, market risk lead expected rate of return to rise, and again, it affects price to earnings ratio. Various risks certainly affect market ratios. In addition, firm's financial risk relates to its business risk. If business risk of an institution is low, investors accept higher financial risk. Lee et al., state when a firm forecasts more and stable cash flows for future, it pays more dividend, so firm's revenue is among parameters which affect this ratio. Financial leverage is another parameter that affects dividend payout policy, that is, larger financial leverage leads more dividend payments to shareholders. Firms whose return on equity ratio is relatively high sell their shares much higher than their book value (Edirisinghe & Zhang, 2008; Amiri, Shariatpanahi, & Banakar, 2010; Reilly & Brown, 2003; Lee, Chen, & Chang, 2008) .
Prioritizing Criteria Using Fuzzy Analytic Network Process
After criteria for selecting stocks were determined, analytic network process has been employed to do paired comparisons, examine dependencies among criteria, depict the network and, finally, decide weights of importance for each criterion. Fig.3 shows the network and relationships of the criteria. When paired comparisons matrix and weight of each criterion were culated, they would be placed in super matrix. Therefore, unweighted super matrix, cluster matrix and weighted matrix should be established. Placing each special vector (weights) extracted from paired comparisons matrix of criteria's level of importance in its appropriate position, unweighted super matrix will be established. Clusters themselves should be compared so that the importance of their relationships is specified. The matrix resulting from multiplication of cluster matrix elements by correspondence blocks of unweighted matrix is called weighted matrix. We should raise weighted super matrix to higher powers in order for each row of weighted matrix will converge, so that ultimate weight will be calculated and sustainable limit will be achieved. Figure 4 shows normalized weights in each cluster and their ultimate weights. 
Similarity-Based Approach to Ranking Multicriteria Analysis
This technique, introduced by Hepu deng, would provide a similarity-based approach to rank alternatives for solving multicriteria discrete problems. The approach uses ideal solution concept efficiently, that is, better alternative must have the highest similarity to positive ideal solution and the least similarity to negative ideal solution. Performance index of each alternative against each criterion is determined based on the concept of www.ccsenet.org/ijef According to degree of conflict among the alternatives, degree of similarity between the two alternatives can be calculated. Degree of similarity between A i and A j , represented bS ij y, measures relative similarity (closeness) of two alternatives and can be calculated in this way:
θ ij is the angle between two alternatives A i and A j and present degree of conflict. The larger S ij , the higher degree of similarity between alternatives A i and A j .
Phases of Similarity-Based Approach
Structure of the problem is defined and the concepts are stated above. We need take the following steps in order to solve the problem now:
Step 1: determine the decision matrix Step 2: determine the weighted vectors of criteria. Step 3: normalize the decision matrix using the following formula: 
Step 4: determine weighted normal matrix; in this step, normalized matrix is multiplied by weighted vector of criteria so that performance of each alternative regarding concerned criterion will be obtained. This matrix is in the following form: 
Step 5 
Step 7: calculate degree of similarity between each alternative and both positive and negative ideal solution; degree of similarity between each alternative A i and ideal solutions is defined below: ) www.ccsenet.org/ijef International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 7, No. 8; 2015 Step 8: calculate general performance index for each alternative against all criteria; according to concepts of degree of similarity of alternative A i relative to ideal solution, a general performance index for each alternative against all criteria is calculated: , 1, 2, ,
Step 9: sort the criteria in a descending order; the higher index is more preferable (Deng, 2007) .
Topsis (Technique for Order-Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution)
TOPSIS model was proposed by Youn and Hwang in 1981. It is one of compensating methods in MADM.
Compensating means that exchange (transaction) among indices is permitted in this model. For instance, weakness of one index is compensated by score of the other index (Asgharpour, 1998) .
In this model, distance of an alternative, A i , from negative ideal solution is considered in addition to its distance from positive one. That is, selected alternative must have the least distance from positive ideal solution while being the most distant from the negative one (Fernandez & Gomez, 2007) .
Phases of TOPSIS Method
TOPSIS method evaluates a decision matrix including m alternative and n indices.
Step 1-4: These steps (1 to 4) of the TOPSIS method are similar to the mentioned steps of the previous method, Similarity-Based Approach.
Step 5: determine the ideal and the negative ideal solution.
In this step, we use parameters A + as positive ideal alternative and A -as negative ideal alternative in order to determine the best and the worst solutions. This parameter is obtained in this way: 
  
Step 6: calculate distances.
In this step, distance of each alternative from superior solution (the most or the least ideal) is calculated according to its type (profit or cost) using Euclidian distance method (n-dimension) as follows: Step 7: calculate relative closeness to the best solution.
In this step, relative closeness of each alternative to the ideal solution is calculated using parameter CL i + . , 0 1, 1, 2, ,
Step 7: rank the alternatives.
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Optimizing Stock Portfolio
The main point when optimizing a portfolio is optimal selection of assets and securities with a given amount of capital in hand (Markowitz, 1952) . Although minimizing risk and maximizing return of investment seems easy, many methods have been applied to establish an optimal portfolio in practice. Markowitz stated the modern portfolio theory in a mathematical form. In mean-variance model, mean represent expected return and variance represent risk of portfolio.
In 1952, Markowitz was first that introduce a solution pattern for selecting an optimal set of assets (mean-variance theory). He defined this issue as a quadratic programming aimed at minimizing variance of a set of assets given that expected return equals a constant value. That all investors are risk-averse is the main assumption of this model. This problem has another functional limitation according to which sum of weights for all assets must equal 1. In addition, weight of each asset should be a real non-negative number. Standard form of mean-variance model is here: (Markowitz, 1952) 
Genetic Algorithm
Evolutional calculations idea was coined, in 1960, by Rechenberg who studied evolutional research strategies, whose theory was developed by the other researchers afterwards. Primary (basic) principles of genetic algorithm were proposed by Holland and his colleagues in University of Michigan in 1962. They focused on evolution process in natural systems and tried to model it in artificial systems, which should have the same basic abilities as natural systems. These attempts leaded to emergence of genetic algorithm (Holland, 1975) .
To use a genetic algorithm, solutions to problem must represent as a genome (or chromosome). Genetic algorithm starts with many individual solutions randomly generated to form an initial population (Mitchel, 1999) . Three operations including selection, crossover and, mutation are usually applied on chromosomes so that new generation of the population emerges. This evolution seeks better solutions. These algorithms generally consist of following parts:
Fitness Function
Fitness function is an important part of an evolutionary algorithm and consumes much of the time required for implementing it. This function determines degree of fitness for each solution.
Here, we are going to calculate and draw Markowitz efficient frontier using genetic algorithm. Therefore, fitness function is considered in this way (Fernandez & Gomez, 2007) . 
In above model, is a parameter for assigning weights which ranges in a given interval, [0, 1] . By changing value of , just like changing expected rate of return, it is possible to trace efficient frontier using second order programming. That is, assuming = 0, total value of weight coefficient is assigned to return and a maximum www.ccsenet.org/ijef International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 7, No. 8; 2015 return stock portfolio will be selected while assuming = 1, total value of weight coefficient is assigned to risk and a minimum risk stock portfolio will be selected. Finally, in the interval between 0 and 1, portfolios with an exchange relationship between risk and return are optimized. In the other words, as value of coefficient increases goal of reducing risk will have more importance and at the same time as value of (1 − ) decreases, maximization return weight will be smaller.
Determination of structures, genes and chromosomes: the most important point in the proposed model is to determine type and structure of genes and chromosomes so that each chromosome represents potential and feasible solution. Each chromosome consists of two parts in order to solve the mentioned bounded problem: first part, genes 1 , … , , determines type of stocks to be invested in using stocks numbers (natural numbers). Its length, K, represents the number of shares to be investigate and second part, m 1 , … , m k , whose number of genes is exactly the same as previous part represents weights of the stocks included in the first part. Proposed genes and chromosomes to solve the problem 
Applying Operators
Selection operator: tournament selection is the operator used in the proposed mode (Goldberg & Deb, 1991) . It means two parents are selected for each member of the population.
Crossover operator: uniform crossover is used as crossover operator in the proposed model. In this method, two parents give birth to a child. A gene, selected randomly from genes of the parents, is assigned to each child. The proposed model in genetic algorithm can easily employ the above crossover operator on the genes; but in the part of shares numbers, that is the first part of the chromosomes, the requirement of non-repetitive numbers should be tested and in case that, considering non-repetitive requirement, a gene or some genes of children are not filled by parents, a random share which doesn't exist in the child will fill that gene.
Mutation operator: employed chromosomes consist of two parts: share number and share weight in stock portfolio. This operator is applied on genes with a random rate, so a random number, r, where
, is generated for each gene. If r=1, value of that gene is multiplied by 1+R. Then if r=2, then value of that gene is multiplied by 1-Rand. Finally if r=0, value of that gene is not changed (0<Rand<1).
Results of Genetic Algorithm
We depicted efficient frontier and calculated Sharpe performance ratio to test proposed model. We selected 3 portfolios consisting of 10, 15, 20 top ranked stocks of the two approaches respectively and calculated efficient frontier and Sharpe performance ratio for these three portfolios. Codes of the proposed algorithm were entered and executed in MATLAB software, so that they would be implemented and evaluated. Parameters of the model were determined based on literature review and prior research. Algorithm repeats 800 times until it finishes, number of population is 20, crossover operator probability is 0.8, and mutation operator probability is 0.05. Variable k represents number of shares that an investor wants to keep in his portfolio. Its value is set to 5, 10 and 15 in this study.
As figures show, efficient frontier for all portfolios selected according to Similarity-based approach is higher than that of TOPSIS approach. As It can be seen below; Sharpe ratio was calculated in 10 points using MATLAB software so that performance of the portfolio was evaluated: As above table, proposed model had a higher Sharpe ratio at all points.
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Conclusion
Many investors strive to establish an optimal portfolio in order to succeed in financial markets. Various models and methods have been proposed to establish a portfolio, most of which are not useful for public due to their difficult mathematical calculations. In this study, we ranked superior stocks using decision making models. The most important advantage of using decision making algorithms in investment decisions is the ability to incorporate personal preferences in these models. Therefore, we calculated weight of each criterion according to experts' opinions using fuzzy analysis network process. Incorporating experts' opinions caused criteria relating to profitability and growth groups gain more relative importance than criteria of other groups, of course this could be predicted. Additionally, two criteria of return on assets and return on equity can determine management's ability to use resources optimally. But, according to experts' opinions, criteria regarding growth are of special importance. It appears that ability to continue profitable processes which growth criteria measure efficiently, is a reason of such an attention. Finally, criteria of market group and risk group have subsequent orders.
Consequently, those 80 shares are ranked and they studied by similarity-based approach proposed in 2007 and one more time using TOPSIS method. We depicted the efficient frontier for portfolios consisting of 10, 15 and 20 top ranked shares of these two methods using genetic algorithm, in order to evaluate performance of proposed approach. It is seen that efficient frontier of proposed approach is higher than that of TOPSIS method. Furthuremore, Sharpe performance ratios of two approaches were calculated in 10 points by which, efficient frontier was depicted, and again, it is calculated that proposed approach provid higher numbers.
